ABSTRACT. Jiang and Sun have proved that the 4-canonical map of a smooth projective variety X of general type and of Albanese fiber dimension one is birational. At the same time they proposed a question: this should also holds for 3-canonical map. In this paper, we present an affirmative answer to this problem. Our method essentially based on a powerful characterization of regularity of canonical sheaves given by Pareschi, Popa and Schnell recently.
INTRODUCTION
The behaviors of pluricanonical maps of varieties of maximal Albanese dimension have been studied extensively: Chen and Hacon [2] proved that the 3-canonical map of varietiy of maximal Albanese dimension with χ(X, ω X ) > 0 is birational; Jiang, Lajoz and Tirabassi [5] proved that the birationality of the 3-canonical map when χ(X, ω X ) = 0 . Motivated by Jiang and Sun's impressive breakthrough [6] , we improve their result to varieties of general type and of Albanese fiber dimension one: Theorem 1.1. Let X a smooth projective variety of general type and of Albanse fiber dimension one, P ∈ Pic • (A). Then the 3-canonical map ϕ |3K X | is birational.
Our proof divided into two parts: first we prove that the 3-canonical linear system separates two general fibers of some fibration, then we prove that the 3-canonical linear system induces a birational map on the each general fiber. Both two parts depend heavily on the decomposition formula by Preschi, Popa and Schnell (Theorem 2.3) . At the end of paper we also give a simple investigation of generic finiteness of the 2-canonical map on such variety .
PRELIMINARIES
Denote by X a smooth complex projective variety and a X : X → A X the Albanese map. We say X is of Albanese fiber dimension l if dim X − dim a X (X) = l. In particular, X is of Albanese fiber dimension 0 if and only if X is of maximal Albanese dimension.
Given an abelian variety A, letÂ be its dual. For a morphism t : X → A to an abelian variety and a coherent sheaf F on X, we denote by V i (F ,t) the i-th cohomological support loci:
In particular, if t = a X , we will simply denote V i (F , a X ) by V i (F ).
We recall the following definitions due to Pareschi and Popa ( [7] and [8] 
)
Definition 2.1. Let F be a coherent sheaf on a smooth projective variety X.
(1) The sheaf F is said to be a GV-sheaf if codim
Let A be an abelian variety and P be a Poincare line bundle on A × Pic • (A). Denoting p and q the two projections of A × Pic • (A), the derived functor RΦ P :
Mukai's theorem asserts that RΦ P is an equivalence of categories.
Denote F ∨ := RHom(F , ω A ) the dualizing functor. Pareschi-Popa established a characterization of GV sheaves and M-regular sheaves in terms of Fourier-Mukai transform:
is a torsion-free(locally free) sheaf on Pic • (A).
Recently, Preschi, Popa and Schnell have developed a theory provides certain M-regular properties for the push-forward of canonical sheaf, which plays a critical role in this paper. We state the easiest case of their main theorem as below : 
The following two informative theorems by Jiang and Sun make our conditions accessible: , such that for any P ∈ V x,y , the liner system |2K X + P| has a section passes throuhg x but does not pass through y .
Finally, we will use an arguement by [1] frequently to get the global generation of certain sheaves. Theorem 2.6. Let F a coherent sheaf and L a line bundle on X, p a point if X. If both F and L are continuously globally generated at p then F ⊗ L ⊗ a * β is globally generated at p for any β ∈ Pic • X 3. MAIN RESULT Let X be a smooth projective variety of of general type and of Albanese fiber dimension one over C, with Albanese map a : X → A. Take its Stein
By an earlier work of Tirabassi [10] we only consider the special case that the cohomological loci not generate the whole Picard zero group i.e.
Lemma 3.1. The linear system|3K x ⊗P|separate two general different points lying in different general fibre of f B i for any P ∈ Pic • (X), where B i is an abelian variety whose dual variety is corresponded to an irreducible compoent of V 0 (K X ) and f B i is its associated morphism. Consequently, |3K X ⊗ P| separates two general different points lying in different general fibre of a.
, where we denote Q as in Theorem 2.3 respect to B i . By definition of M-regularity we have 
and using cohomology base change theorem, we have
is surjective. Since every connected component of F b i is a smooth variety of Albanese fiber dimension one,
, pairing the two nonzero groups to a evolution map
gives the result that |3K X ⊗ P| separates two general fibre of f B i .
The last assertion now follows since by Theorem 2.4 Pic
for any x, y ∈ X. Lemma 3.2. Assume g f = 2, 3, the natural restriction map
is surjective for a general connected component fiber F of f B . .Consequently, the linear system |3K X ⊗ P|separates two general different points lying in a general fibre of f B for any P ∈ Pic • (X)and any B.
Proof. We just prove the statement for P = O X , the same argument works for any P ∈ Pic • (X) .We note every F in Theorem 2.3 correspending to B has rank 1.
Take a resolution π 1 : B → B with π * 1 F an invertible sheaf on B, and a resolution π : X → X make the following diagram commutes. Then the nat- 
is IT(0) on B. By [7] this implies the sheaf 
whose image is a proper closed subset of B. (Here s is any section of K X p * π * 1 F −1 , E is an exceptional divisor, T is the locus that f b is not smooth on B) Those two facts show that H 0 (3K X ⊗ I ) ⊂ H 0 (3K X ) restricted to a general fiber of P is surjective, but π * (3K X ) ∼ = 3K X , hence the natural restriction map
is surjective for a general connected component fiber F of f B . Since every connected component of F is a smooth variety X b of Albanese fiber dimension one, we see the later linear system induce a birational map on F by induction on the dimension. Then for any L ∈ Pic • (B) , the image of the natural restriction homorphism:
(where we abused P, Q with its restriction on F)
Proof. We just prove the statement for P = O X , the same argument works for any P ∈ Pic • (X) .
By Lemma 3.2 we may assume F corresponding to B has rank ≥ 2 . Employing the same arguement in proof of Lemma 3.2 we may assume F is a locally free sheaf on B.
Denote the image ofs by S ⊆ K X ⊗ Q −1 , which is a torsion-free sheaf of rank 1. Let p : Y → X be a birational modification such that p * S is an invertible sheaf on Y. Then the surjection p * (s) : (p • f B ) * F → p * S induce a morphism g : Y → C which make the following diagram commutes:
Note the tautological bundle L := O C (1) is a ample line bundle on C by Rq * (L ) = F and Serre's criteria, thus g * L ⊗ P is semi-ample on Y for any P ∈ Pic • (B).
By [4] we could choose a ideal
This implies
is surjective for general b ∈ B by cohomology base change and continuously globally generation . Take a effective divisor
Consequently,
where s 1 is a section of
Since the same argument gives L is continuously globally generated on C, pairing the M-regular sheaf g * (M ⊗ I ) ⊗ L −1 with the M-regular line bundle L and applying Theorem 2.6 . Taking into account that by [4,
we immediate complete the proof by [1, Proposition 4.4] , cohomology base change theorem and the fact that F is M-regular on B .
Lemma 3.3 can infer the following description :
Lemma 3.4. Assume g f > 3 , P ∈ Pic • (X), F is a general fiber of a , then the linear system|3K X ⊗ P| induces a birational map on F .
Proof. We just prove the statement for P = O X , the same argument works for any P ∈ Pic • (X) . Without loss of generality we also assume any Mregular sheaf appears in Theorem 2.3 is of rank at least 2. (U i ) and satisfy Lemma 3.3. Then for a general choice of a ∈ A with X a ∩ f First we assume F, the general fiber of f is a non-hyperelliptic curve. In this case the canonical linear system H 0 (F, K F ) induces a birational map . On the other hand the restictions of E j i above to F ⊂ X a generate H 0 (F, K F ) , it's easy to see (by Lemma 3.5 below) that the linear system generated by restiction L i to F induces a generic finite map, and the 3-canonical map ϕ |3K X | is birational on F. In conclusion, the linear system |3K X | induces a birational map on F .
Next we assume F is a hyperelliptic curve and the linear system |3K X ⊗ P| doesn't induces a birational map on F , in this situation we follow the same arguement of [6, Theorem 5.3] . By the same arguement of proof of Lemma 3.5 below it's easy to see that ϕ |3K X | is of degree at most 2 on F and after some birational modification, the quotient of hyperelliptic involution induces a degree 2 map ϕ : X → Y over X A to a smooth variety Y :
where general fiber L of t is isomorphic to P 1 , and we write 2D) ) separates x and its involution . Thus ϕ * 3K X induces a birational map on F .
The proof of Lemma 3.4 above is completed with following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. Notaitions as in Lemma 3.4, let F a general fiber f and |K F | a linear system on F (here we assume F has genus at least 3), which induces a embedding . Moreover |K F | could be written as a direct sum of sublinear
Then the sum of image linear systems of the evoluation map
induces a generic finite ( denoted by l) of degree 3 k on F, and the linear system |3K X | separates its fiber.
Proof. By assumption there is a composition
which is identified with l. Where ϕ is the embedding induced by linear system |K F | arranged according to sublinear systems V i , and ρ i is indeced by coordinates map (x 1 , . . . ,
)(compare this with the 3-Uple embedding!).
Assume that l is not birational, then there must be a sublinear system, say V 1 , and a automorphism of P g−1 induced by
whereξ 3 = 1 is the root of unity. Moreover, restriction of this automorphism on the image of F under ϕ (also denoted by F) is again a nontrivial automorphism σ of F with σ 3 = id.
First we note that σ has no fixed point, otherwise there should be a point P ∈ F with 3 distinct tangent directions but F is a nonsingular curve. This implies that the coordinates map
on projective spaces induces a etale morphism of degree 3 from F to a curve T , denoted by g : F → T . Since g fixed the vary ample divisor K F and F is the general fiber, after some birational modification there is a commutative diagram:
whereg is a f equivalent generic finite morphism lifting g of degree 3, and we write
Applying the similar method in the proof of Lemma 3.4, after some birational modification, it's easy to see that
are nonzero torsion free sheaves on X A . In conclusion the linear system |3K X | on X separates the general orbit of σ on F , hence birational on F .
Combining the lemmas above, we achieve our main theorem: Theorem 3.6. Let X a smooth projective variety of general type and of Albanse fiber dimension one, P ∈ Pic • (A). Then the linear system |3K X ⊗ P| induce a birational map on X.
As an additional result, we also investigate the behavior of 2-canonical map on smooth projective variety of general type of Albanese fiber dimension one. We will show that this map is always generic finite.
Theorem 3.7. Let X a smooth projective variety of general type and of Albanse fiber dimension one, P ∈ Pic • (A). Then the linear system |2K X ⊗ P| induces a generic finite map on X.
Proof. If ϕ |2K X | is not generic finite, for any generic point P ∈ X, there is a nonsingular curve C of genus greater than 1 passing through P and is contracted by ϕ |2K X | . By Theorem 2.4 there is an albeian variety B with P B : X → B, whose translate under a torsion divisor R is a irreducible compoent of V 0 (K X ).
First we assume the image of C in B is not a point, in this case since the natural mapB → Pic • (C) is not a constant map, and the images of restriction of linear systems |K X + Q + R| → |(K X + Q + R) | C | , ∀Q ∈B are not linear equivalent , therefore the composition
is not a constant map, this implies ϕ |2K X +2R+Q| not contract C, ∀Q ∈B .
Assume C is contained in a fiber F of P B . Since P B * O X (2K X + 2R) is M-regular on B, by continuously globally generation there is a open subset U ⊆B such that for any Q ∈ U, the natural restriction |2K X + 2R + Q| → |2K F + 2R | F | is surjective and by induction on the dimension ϕ |2K X +2R+Q| induces a generic finite map on F therefore on C. Finally by a standard arguement(for example, see [3, Chapter II, exercise 3.22]), ϕ |2K X +2R+Q| induces a generic finite map on the fiber of P B whose image in a neighborhood around P B (P).
In conclusion, ϕ |2K X +2R+Q| is generic finite on X for certain choice of Q ∈B, by a standard arguement again there exists a open subset V ⊆Â with ϕ |2K X +L| is generic finite for any L ∈ V , our proof is completed by Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.8. Let U ⊆ Pic • (X) a open dense subset, if the rational map ϕ |2k x ⊗P| is generic finite for any P ∈ U , then it is generic finite for any P ∈ Pic • (X).
Proof. Fix P ∈ U, take a resolution X → X, we may assume ϕ |2k x ⊗P is a morphism to P N . By Stein factorization X ϕ − → Γ → P N of ϕ |2k x ⊗P . Take a x ∈ V ⊂ X for P in the lemma which is well-defined and not contained in exceptional locus for the resolution, then the morphism ϕ is birational and isomorphism around x because of connectedness. Therefore, if we consider the sheaf pr 1 (ω 2 X ) ⊗ P X on X ×Â where P X is the Poincare bundle on X ×Â ,we have 1. pr 2 * pr * 1 (ω 2 X ⊗ P X ) define a rational map Φ : X ×Â PÂ N ,which is generic finite.
2.
For nay a ∈Â,Φ X×{a} is well-defined on a open dense subset W ⊂ X × {a}.
3.Â is smooth hence CM.
The closure of image of Im(Φ) is a subvariety of P N . By 1 the natural inclusion K X×Â ⊆ K Im(Φ) is a finite extension of quotient fields. By 2 and the fact that pr 1 (ω 2 X ) ⊗ P X is flat respect toÂ, the subfield K ImΦ a ⊆ K Im(Φ) could identify with K Im(Φ) a (the quotient field of fiber of natural projection Im(Φ) ⊂ PÂ N →Â at a ∈Â ), for any a ∈Â.
By 3 we see K Im(Φ) a ⊆ K Im(Φ) is a field extension of transcendental degree dimA, for any a ∈Â. In conclusion, K ImΦ a ⊆ K X×{a} is a finite extension of fields for any a ∈Â
